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General tips for using this introduction

Navigation

The menu buttons allow you to navigate.
From top to bottom, the buttons mean:

Go to the first chapter.
Next chapter.
Start / continue playback.
Pause playback.
To the start of this chapter.
Previous chapter.
Go to the last chapter.
Start the loop.
Go to the contents page.

The screen is split in two sections: the menu to the
right [1] with the navigation buttons for selecting
from the chapters.

cncCUT 's main display window to the left [2]. There
is a coloured marker under this window to show
where you are in the sequence.

The tutorial gives you a detailed introduction to
cncCUT .
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Important note
cncCUT is machine-independent and offers a complement of functions not all machines support. The online help
system describes general functions with illustrations that may not match your screen, depending on the machine,
post-processor and integrated program modules. The main post-processors have their own online help files.
The continuous development of cncCUT means that your version of the program may not include the features being
described, or may set them out differently. Please check the edition of your documentation against that of your
program. Where necessary, please check our homepage for any updates.
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Starting the Program.

Welcome to cncCUT 's home page.

Discover how just a few clicks
can create a new NC program.

Create a new program..

..continue to sheet selection.
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Selecting a sheet.

All the sheets you will use in cncCUT are
administered from the sheet database.

Selecting a sheet.

To the next step..

..selecting a drawing.
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Select a Drawing from your Stock.

Use this cncCUT screen to manage your
drawings.

Select a drawing from the list.

To the next step..

..the machine settings.
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Setting the Lead-ins.

cncCUT allows you to allocate your parts the
most varied machine settings.

Go to the second tab to define the lead-ins.

Select the lead-in point. The center checkbox
automatically sets the optimal point!
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Defining the lead-ins and -outs.

Define the lead-ins for your internal contours
(holes).

Select the lead-in point.
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Define the lead-ins and -outs.

cncCUT allows you to nest in various ways:

1. Grid nesting
2. Parquet nesting
3. True-shape nesting

To the next step..

..grid nesting.
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Grid Nesting your Parts.

Here you will enter how many parts you require;
cncCUT helps by showing the possible
configurations.

This shows how many parts can be nested on a
sheet.

The preview shows the results of nesting.
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You can also enter how many parts you require;
the program tells you how many sheets are
required.

Confirm the quantities.

Press this button to preview the 'last' sheet.
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Define the part offsets in the next tab.

Enter the offsets in the input cells.

If you have multiple parts, you can use
true-shape nesting.
Select the parts.
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Efficiently Nesting Different Parts.

cncCUT 's true-shape nesting allows you to cut
dissimilar parts from one sheet.

Go to the drawing selection screen.

Select your parts from the list.
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Go to the next step in the program.

Enter the quantity of parts.

Define this value for all parts, and confirm your
inputs.
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You can also alter the sorting sequence.

Change the largest part's sorting priority.

Confirm your inputs.
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Change the fitting method to create more space.

Confirm your inputs.

You can use the smallest parts to fill gaps.
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Increase the quantity.

Confirm your inputs.

Create the necessary NC code.
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Save your NC code to the job list and continue to
the next step..

..the job list.
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Creating an NC Program and saving it in the Job List.

cncCUT allows you to create an NC Program with
one click.

The preview shows you the results of nesting.

Check your 'last' sheet.
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Give your program a number or name so you can
find it in the job list.

Finsihed! To the next step..

..run your NC program.
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Sheets in the Job List.

cncCUT saves all your programs in its job list.

Switch from the home page to all available NC
programs as saved in your job list.

Select your program from the job list.
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To the next step..

..saving your NC program.

Select your program's destination.

Confirm your entry.
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Go to the home screen to exit the program.
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